The paper treats the validity problem of the non-relativistic VlasovPoisson equation in d ≥ 2 dimensions. It is shown that the VlasovPoisson dynamics can be derived as a combined mean-field and pointparticle limit of an N-particle Coulomb system of rigid charges. This requires a sufficiently fast convergence of the initial empirical distributions. If the electron radius decreases slower than N − 1 4d , the corresponding initial configurations are typical. This result also entails propagation of chaos for the Vlasov-Poisson dynamics.
Introduction
We are interested in a microscopic derivation of the Vlasov-Poisson dynamics in d ≥ 2 spatial dimensions. This is the system of equations
where k is the Coulomb kernel
and
is the charge-density induced by the distribution f (t, p, q) ≥ 0, which describes the microscopic density of particles with position q ∈ R d and momentum p ∈ R d . Here, units are chosen such that all constants, in particular the mass and charge of the particles, are equal to 1. The Vlasov-Poisson dynamics provides an effective description of a collisionless plasma with electrostatic (σ = +1) or gravitational (σ = −1) interactions. In the gravitational case, the equation is also known as Vlasov-Newton.
Kinetic equations of the Vlasov-type are usually conceived of as meanfield equations, i.e. effective descriptions of a large number of microscopic particles in which the N-particle interactions can be approximated by an "average" effect determining the time-evolution of f .
Classical results, dealing with simplified models with Lipschitzcontinuous forces, prove a statement of the following type: If for an initial microscopic configuration X = (q 1 , p 1 ; q 2 , p 2 ; ...; q N , p N ) the em-
δ q i δ p i is well approximated by a continuous density f 0 (q, p), then, at time t > 0, the time-evolved dis-
δ q i (t) δ p i (t) is well approximated by f t (p, q), where f t is a solution of a Vlasov-equation of the form (1) (Braun and Hepp, 1977 [4] , Dobrushin, 1979 [7] , Neunzert, 1984 [19] .) However, generalization of the corresponding techniques to singular forces have been unsuccessful, even when suitable (N-dependent) cut-offs are employed. The understanding that has grown in recent years, is that such deterministic statements are in fact too strong for more realistic systems, the reason being that there exist "bad" initial conditions leading to the clustering of particles and hence to significant deviations from the typical mean-field behavior.
The strategy employed by Hauray and Jabin in [11] is thus to impose additional constraints on the initial configurations, subsequently showing that the set of "good" initial conditions (for which these constraints are satisfied) approaches measure 1 as N → ∞. In this way, they are able to treat systems with singular potentials up to -but not including -the Coulomb case and N-dependent cut-off of order N −1/2d+ǫ .
Recently, Boers and Pickl proposed a novel method for deriving mean-field equations which is designed for stochastic initial conditions, thus aiming directly at a typicality result [1] . In [14] , this method was generalized to include the Coulomb interactions with a microscopic cut-off width of order N −1/d+ǫ .
In this paper, we present an alternative derivation of the (full)
Vlasov-Poisson dynamics from a regularized Coulomb-system on the microscopic level. Wile our method requires a relatively large cut-off (N −1/4d+ǫ in the best case), it yields better rates of convergence than [14] and is arguably much simpler than the approach in [11] . The probabilistic nature of the result enters through the requirement of a sufficiently fast convergence of the initial distribution µ 0 to the Vlasovdensity f 0 . This assumption assures that the initial configurations are "well placed" so to speak, preventing, in particular, local clustering of particles. The proposed method thus offers another perspective on how deterministic mean-field limits can be replaced by typicality results to treat more general interactions. Moreover, rather than invoking some arbitrary regularization, we consider as a microscopic model N-particle Coulomb systems of rigid charges. The cut-off parameter r N thus has a straight-forward physical interpretation as a finite electron radius. An analogous model was used by Golse (2012) to derive a regularized version of the Vlasov-Maxwell system [9] (c.f. also Rein, 2004 [21] ).
In the light of persistent singularities troubling all standard formulations of electrodynamics, both classical and quantum, there are scientists willing to entertain the idea of rigid charges on a fundamental physical level (see e.g. [17] and references therein), though the main objection arises from special relativity, as the shape of a spatially extended particle wouldn't be Lorentz invariant. Empirically, experiments put the upper bound on an electron radius to 10 −22 m [5].
The Wasserstein distances
We recall some basic facts about the Wasserstein distances and optimal transportation. For details and proofs, we refer the reader to the book of Cédric Villani [24, chapter 6] .
We denote by P(R k ) the set of probability measures on R k (equipped with its Borel algebra). If (µ n ) n∈N is a sequence in P(R k ) and µ another element, we denote by µ n ⇀ µ the weak convergence of (µ n ) n∈N to µ, meaning
for all bonded and continuous functions φ.
For given µ, ν ∈ P(R k ) let Π(µ, ν) be the set of all probability measures R k × R k with marginal µ and ν respectively.
Let p ∈ [1, +∞). We denote by P p (R k ) ⊂ P(R k ) the set of probability measures with finite p-th moment, that is
P p (R k ) is also called the p−th Wasserstein space. On P p (R k ), we define the Wasserstein distance of order p by
A direct application of Hölder's inequality yields the relation
A crucial result is the Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality:
For any integrable function Φ, we define its
It's easy to see that this is the smallest function satisfying Φ(x) − Φ c (y) ≤ |x − y| p , ∀x, y ∈ R 3 . Hence, the Kantorovich duality formula is equivalent to
A particularly useful case is the first Wasserstein distance, for which the problem reduces further to
where Φ Lip := sup
|x−y| , to be compared with the bounded Lipschitz distance
Our main interest in the Wasserstein distances is as a way to metrize weak convergence of probability measures. In fact, convergence in Wasserstein distance also implies convergence of the p-th moment. Explicitly, we have:
3 The charge-cloud limit
In our discussion, Ω = R d × R d and two types of measures are of particular interest. We call ν ∈ P a macroscopic profile if it is absolutely continuous, i.e.
We call µ ∈ P the N -particle empirical distribution for the microscopic configuration X ∈ R 6N , if it's of the form
for
It describes the distribution of N identical particles with positions and momenta
In any case, a probability measure ν on
The main difficulty in deriving kinetic equations such as the VlasovPoisson equation or the Vlasov-Maxwell equation is that electromagnetic interactions are singular for point-particles. In fact, the textbook Maxwell-Lorentz theory of classical electrodynamics is ill-defined on a fundamental level, while in the present electrostatic case, the equations are well-defined only because they omit self-interactions. Still, the Coulomb force and it's derivative are unbounded, which precludes a direct application of the "classical" mean-field results.
To have a more well-behaved macroscopic theory, we will thus consider particles of finite extension, i.e. Coulomb systems of rigid charges. Finally, we will let the electron radius r N go to zero in the limit N → ∞, as the empirical density of the rigid charges approaches a macroscopic profile. We call the combined limit N → ∞, r N → 0 the charge-cloud limit. Intuitively, it describes the regime in which a large system of small (but extended) particles can be treated as a continuous charge-cloud.
Size and shape of the rigid charges are described by a form-factor given by smooth, non-negative, compactly supported function χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R d ). For simplicity, we shall assume that χ is scaled such that
For the point-particle limit, we define a rescaled form-factor as follows:
We call a sequence (r N ) N ∈N of positive real numbers a rescaling sequence if it is monotonously decreasing with r 1 = 1 and lim
Let (r N ) N ∈N be a rescaling sequence as in the previous definition. For any N ∈ N, we define
This rescaled form-factor then satisfies:
corresponding to the empirical charge/momentum distribution of N rigid charges with centers of mass q 1 , ..., q N and momenta p 1 , ..., p N .
Note that the total charge Q := dμ N (x, ξ) remains normalized to 1 for all N ∈ N and any rescaling sequence (r N ) N .
N a rescaling sequence and χ N the rescaled form-factor as defined above. Let ν ∈ Ω andν = χ N * ν. Then, we have for any 1 ≤ p < ∞:
In particular, a sequence (ν n ) n∈N converges to some ν ∈ P if and only if (ν n ) n does.
Proof. Define π(x, y) := ν(x)χ N (x−y) and observe that dx π(x, y) = ν(y), dy π(x, y) = ν(x), hence π ∈ Π(ν, ν). Now observe that π has support in {|x − y| < r N }. Thus, we have
Lemma 3.3. For all µ, ν ∈ P and 1 ≤ p < ∞:
Proof. In view of the dual Kantorovich problem (6), we find for
Now we observe that
Hence, we have
and taking the supremum over all (Φ 1 , Φ 2 ) yields the desired inequality.
The microscopic model
Now we have to state what the equations of motion for the rigid charges actually are. As before,
in the sense of
We consider a system of N rigid charges with form-factor χ N and radius r N . It's configuration is given by X(t) = (q 1 , .., q N ; p 1 , .., p N ), where q i (t) is the center of mass of particle i, and p i (t) the corresponding momentum at time t. The microscopic equations of motion, in the so called mean-field scaling, are given by
These equations give rise to a Hamiltonian flow
From a purely formal point of view, regularizing the interaction kernel by convoluting it twice with the mollifier χ may seem strange. However, this microscopic model has a straight-forward physical interpretation in terms of rigid charges. Moreover, one should note that (unlike for the corresponding equation with only one mollifier) total energy is conserved in this system. Lemma 4.1. Let X(t) = (q 1 , ..., q N ; p 1 , ..., p n )(t) a solution of (18) . Then, the total energy
is a constant of motion.
Note that E includes the self energy
Proof. Check that the system (18) is canonical with Hamiltonian
H(q i , p i ) = N i=1 1 2 p 2 i + 1 2N i,j χ(y − q i )χ(z − q j ) σ |z−y| d−1 dy dz.
The regularized Vlasov-Poisson equation
For the microscopic model described above, we introduce a corresponding mean-field equation:
we call this the regularized Vlasov-Poisson system with cut-off parameter r N . Note that with the notation of Sec. 3,
The method of characteristics
Let ν = (ν t ) t∈[0,T ] a continuous family of probability measures on
This flow exists and is well-defined since the vector-field is Lipschitz for all N . Now, if f N (t, q, p) is a solution of (21), it is straight-forward to check that for any t, s ≥ 0:
Here, ϕ(·)#f denotes the image-measure of f under ϕ, defined by ϕ#f (A) = f (ϕ −1 (A)) for any Borel set A ⊆ R 6 .
Conversely, if f t is a fixed-point of (ν t ) → ϕ ν t #f 0 , it is a solution (21) with initial datum f 0 . In particular, these results give rise to the following important observation:
On the other hand, we can let the configuration X evolve according to (18) , yielding a trajectory X(t) = Φ N t,0 (X) ∈ R d × R d . These two evolutions actually agree, in the sense that
Proof. By integrating over a test function, we see that ϕ
For the (unregularized) Vlasov-Poisson equation, the corresponding vector-field is not Lipschitz. However, if we assume the existence of a solution f t with bounded density ρ t , the mean-field force k * ρ t does satisfy a Log-Lip bound of the form |k
, where log − (x) = max{0, − log(x)}. This is sufficient to ensure the existence of a characteristic flow ψ t,s = (Q t,s , P t,s ) solving
such that f t = ψ t,s #f s , for all t, s ≥ 0.
Existence of Solutions
For the regularized Vlasov-Poisson equations (21) , all forces are Lipschitz and the solution theory is failry standard [7, 4] . In the Coulomb case the issue is more subtle. Fortunately, at least in the 3-dimensional case, we can rely on various results establishing global existence and uniqueness of (strong) solutions under reasonable conditions on the initial distribution f 0 (Pfaffelmoser, 1990 [20] , Schaeffer, 1991 [22] , Lions and Perthame, 1991 [15] , Horst, 1993 [12] , Loeper, 2006 [16] ).
For the rest of the paper, we shall work under the following assumption:
there exists a T * > 0 such that the Vlasov-Poisson system (1-3) has a unique solution f (t, x, p) for 0 ≤ t < T * with f (0, ·, ·) = f 0 . Moreover, as we consider the sequence of solutions of the regularized equations, the charge density remains bounded uniformly in N and t, i.e. ∃C 0 < +∞ such that
where we introduce the notation f ∞ t := f t . The theorem of Lions and Perthame ensures that this assumption is satisfied for a reasonable class of initial distributions and T * = +∞.
Theorem 4.4 (Lions and Perthame
for all m < m 0 and some m 0 > 3.
1) Then, the Vlasov-Poisson system defined by equations (1-3) has a continuous, bounded solution f (t, ·, ·) ∈
|p| m f (t, q, p) dp dp < +∞,
for all T < ∞, m < m 0 .
2) If, in fact, m 0 > 6 and we assume that f 0 satisfies
for all R > 0 and T > 0, then there exists C > 0 such that
Note that Lions/Perthame formulate eq. (32) only for f t , though they note that their proof actually yields an upper bound on the charge densities ρ[f N t ] as one considers a sequence of regularized time-evolutions.
Statement of the results
Our derivation of the Vlasov-Poisson dynamics, respectively the proof of propagation of molecular chaos, consists of three parts.
1)
We perform the mean-field limit for the (regularized) VlasovPoisson dynamics under the assumption of a sufficiently fast convergence of the empirical distributions µ N 0 against the macroscopic profile f 0 . Concretely, we show that if
for p ∈ [2, ∞) and some ǫ > 0, then for all
This means, in particular, the required rate of convergence depends on how fast the electron radius (i.e. the cut-off parameter) decreases as N → ∞.
2) We show that for given f 0 , the sequence of solutions f N t of the regularized Vlasov-Poisson equations converges weakly to the solution f t of the proper Vlasov-Poisson equation in the limit r N → 0.
3) We establish that the initial conditions for which (33) is satisfied are in fact typical if they are chosen randomly according to the law f 0 . To this end, we rely on a recent theorem of Fournier and Guillin [8] , providing quantitative estimates for the convergence in Wasserstein distance. These concentration inequalitites will finally determine the lower bound on the cut-off parameter r N .
Putting everything together, we find that if the initial configurations are distributed according to f 0 , the time-evolved empirical density µ N t [X] converges in law to the corresponding solutions f t of the VlasovPoisson equation. By a well-known result of probability theory, this is equivalent to molecular chaos in the following sense: Let the prod-
f 0 (q, p) on R 6N evolve according to the Nparticle flow defined by (18) . Then, at time t > 0, we have
, where the approximation is understood in terms of the convergence if marginals. That is, writing x i = (q i , p i ):
(E.g. Kac, 1956 [13] , Grünbaum, 1971 [10] , Sznitman, 1991, Prop.2.2 [23] , see Mischler and Hauray, 2014 [18] for recent quantitative results).
We state our precise result in the following theorem. (21) with f N (0, q, p) = f 0 (q, p). Assume that the sequence (f N ) N satisfies the uniform bound (28) for the corresponding charge-densities. Let p ≥ 2 and assume that there exists k > 2p such that
Suppose that for ǫ > 0 it holds that r N ≥ N −m with
Then there exist constants C 1 , C 2 , C 3 such that for all T < T * and N large enough that r N ≤ exp[−(
where the probability P 0 is understood in terms of the product measure
Remark 5.2. 1. To minimize the cut-off, the optimal choice is p = d, for which m can be taken arbitrary close to (35) is replaced by the assumption of a finite exponential moment e γ|x| α d(f 0 (x)), the rate of convergence becomes exponential, as well.
If the finite moment condition

A Gronwall-type Argument
Our mean-field limit is based on the following stability result by Loeper [16, Thm. 2.9] , which is proven by methods from the theory of optimal transportation.
Proposition 6.1 (Loeper).
Let k(q) the Coulomb kernel and
Moreover, we require the following estimates for the mean-field force with Coulomb kernel:
Let k as before and ρ ∈ L 1 (R d ) a (probability) density. It holds that
where C L is a constant depending on χ.
Proof. i) For the first inequality, we compute
ii)We split the expression as
Now, we have: Lemma 6.3. There exists a constant C depending on χ such that
In view of the general Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality, we can generalize this to Wasserstein distances of higher order.
Lemma 6.4. There exists a constant C depending only on the dimension d such that
By the Kantorovich duality theorem (8),
It remains to estimate
Recalling that
Moreover, we observe that supp {(r
Hence, the desired bound holds.
As we want to establish a Gronwall estimate for the "distance" between empirical density and Vlasov density, we aim for a bound of the following type:
Hence, the choice of an appropriate metric, giving precise meaning to dist(µ N t , f N t ), is a balancing act. While a stronger metric is, in general, more difficult to control, it also yields stronger bounds as it appears on the right hand side of the Gronwall inequality. Now, if we compare the time-evolution of a particle evolving according to the mean-field dynamics with a particle evolving according to the "true" microscopic dynamics, the growth of their spatial distance is trivially bounded by the difference of their respective momenta. The only challenge lies in controlling fluctuations in the force, i.e. the growth of their distance in moment space. Therefore, the idea, first employed in [14] , is the following: to be a little more rigid on deviations in the spatial coordinates and use this to obtain a better control on the particle momenta, respectively the forces. 
Now let W N p (·, ·) be the p'th Wasserstein distance on
Note that
for all µ, ν ∈ P(R d × R d ) and N ∈ N.
Obviously, convergence with respect to W * is much stronger than convergence with respect to W 2 . Concretely, we have for any sequence (ν N ) N ∈N and any ν ∈ P(R d × R d ):
We come to the central part of our argument: 
where C 1 is a constant depending on sup
Now, from Lemma 6.4 we know that ρ µ ∞ is bounded by
Here, we used that for p ≥ 2:
Putting everything together and setting
or, after deviding by D p−1 and multiplying both sides by r
By an application of Gronwall's Lemma, we conclude that:
Finally, taking on the right hand side the infimum over all π 0 ∈ Π(µ N 0 , f 0 ), D * p (0) becomes W * p (0) and we get for all t ∈ T :
If there exists an ǫ > 0 such that lim 
Using Gronwall's inequality and the fact that D p (0) = 0, we have
from which the desired statement follows. The case p = 1 is included since W 1 (·, ·) ≤ W 2 (·, ·).
Typicality
In the previous section, we performed the mean-field limit under the assumption of a sufficiently fast convergence of the initial distribution. How string this result is, now depends on two questions: 1) how fast can we let the electron radius (i.e. the cut-off parameter) r N go to zero? 2) How restrictive is the assumption
If we found that only very special sequences of initial distributions µ N 0 achieve the desired rate of convergence, our result would not be very satisfying from a physical point of view. If, on the other hand, we can show that the admissible initial configurations are typical, it would mean that, on the contrary, the mean-field approximation fails only for very special (in this sense "conspiratorial") initial conditions, leading to clustering and/or strong correlations among the particles. Establishing quantitative bounds ("concentration estimates") on large deviations is, however, an active field of research and various authors have achieved various results under different regularity assumptions on f . (E.g. [3] , [2] , [6] ). We cite here a recent, particularly strong result due to Fournier and Guillin [8] , on which our final conclusion, formulated in Theorem 5.1, is based.
Theorem 7.1 (Fournier and Guillin).
Let f be a probability measure on R k such that ∃q > 2p: in which case we get:
For simplicity, we set γ = 1 − ǫ in the formulation of Theorem 5.1.
Now for the typical initial conditions, i.e. X ∈ A c , we have according to Proposition 6.6 for all t ≤ T : We conclude the proof of part 1) by using Proposition 6.7 (and the fact that C 1 > C 2 > 2C 0 ) to deduce: 
